
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on consumer behavior and the grocery market
•• Where consumers are doing their grocery shopping and why they choose

their primary grocer
•• How consumers are doing their shopping, and the evolving role of

ecommerce in the path to purchase
•• What in-store retail concepts and services consumers are most interested

in seeing from grocers

Multi-outlet grocery sales had been slowly and steadily rising each year before
the COVID-19 pandemic unexpectedly boosted sales to record heights in 2020.
This caught grocers off guard, and most were unprepared for the sudden shifts
in grocery shopping behavior, including a rapid rise in ecommerce. At the time
of writing, a little more than a year later, both shoppers and grocers are still
adjusting to new routines and protocols and looking forward to some
“normalcy.” The next normal for grocery will entail rapid deployment of
technology and tools and a much more proactive effort on retailers’ part to
help consumers truly enjoy the grocery shopping process again, rather than just
trying to accomplish this necessary task as quickly and safely as possible.
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“The COVID-19 pandemic has
had significant and
widespread impact on the
grocery sector; accelerating
ecommerce growth by years
and causing people to
change their grocery
shopping routines in a more
mindful way as they look to be
efficient with their time spent
in stores and frugal with their
grocery budgets.”
– Diana Smith, Associate
Director – Retail &
eCommerce
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• Impact of COVID-19 on grocery
Figure 2: Short-, medium- and long-term impact of COVID-19
on grocery, April 2021

• Opportunities and challenges
• Online grocery was growing pre-pandemic, but has

leapfrogged ahead by years
• Support shoppers’ overall wellbeing with helpful tips and

advice
• Technology advancements will support grocers and

shoppers
• Reinstate consumers’ enjoyment of grocery shopping

• 2020 was an anomaly, boosting sales 12%
• Majority of multi-outlet grocery sales do not occur in

supermarkets
• Consumers want to boost their immune system and stay

healthy
• Down economy drives shoppers to prioritize value

• Groceries prioritized amid pandemic, yielding huge sales
boost
Figure 3: Multi-outlet sales and fan chart forecast of
groceries, at current prices, 2015-25
Figure 4: Multi-outlet sales and forecast of groceries, at
current prices, 2015-25

• Impact of COVID-19 on grocery
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Figure 5: Coronavirus behaviors, April 16, 2020-February 10,
2021

• Other channels, led by Walmart, continue to outperform
supermarkets
Figure 6: Multi-outlet sales and forecast of groceries, by
segment, at current prices, 2015-25

• Food and drink should remain dominant grocery segment;
opportunity for supermarkets to grow in other areas
Figure 7: Multi-outlet sales of groceries, by category, at
current prices, 2015-20
Figure 8: Hy-Vee Pharmacy promotion

• COVID-19 reverses what was a growing trend in favor of
food away from home
Figure 9: Sales of food at home and away from home,
January 2010-November 2020
Figure 10: Comfort with select activities and behaviors amid
Covid-19, January 28-Febuary 10, 2021

• Americans are trying to eat healthier
Figure 11: Anticipated future food-related behaviors,
November 2020

• Food price increases in a down economy puts strain on
consumers
Figure 12: Average household spending on groceries,
2015-20
Figure 13: Financial health, by household income, March
19-April 2, 2021

• Top US grocers evenly comprised of traditional
supermarkets and other MULO outlets

• Pandemic continues; grocers adjust while preparing for
more change

• Grocers turn to technology to make grocery shopping
easier

• Half of top 20 grocery retailers are not traditional
supermarkets
Figure 14: Top US grocery retailers, 2020 (for 2019 sales)

SEGMENT PERFORMANCE
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COMPANY SALES OF GROCERY RETAILERS
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• Albertsons teams up with Google to advance omnichannel
offerings
Figure 15: Albertsons and Google partner to reimagine
grocery shopping

• Walmart bets big on omnichannel, with emphasis on
grocery

• TJ’s aims to make grocery shopping more inclusive by
helping people with autism
Figure 16: Trader Joe’s supports shoppers with autism

• Kroger helps shoppers make healthy choices with enhanced
app

• More stores, new concepts
Figure 17: H-E-B new store concept in Lubbock, Texas
Figure 18: More Amazon Fresh stores open in 2021

• Enforce hygiene protocols
• Adjust to shopping behavioral changes
• Extend community outreach
• Consider partnerships with other companies

• Shopping frequency has declined
• Physical stores still preferred, despite huge ecommerce

spike
• Supermarkets remain top choice for grocery shopping

overall, but not among all consumers
• Consumers seek grocers close to home that offer fresh foods
• A more proactive and conscious approach to grocery

shopping
• Shoppers open to recipe ideas and healthy eating options

from grocers
• Grocery shoppers look forward to the day when free

samples return

• Who’s shopping?
• Nearly all adults do some degree of grocery shopping

Figure 19: Grocery shopping responsibility, by gender and
generation, January 2021

• How often they shop
• Shopping frequency down due to pandemic

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

THE CONSUMER – KEY TAKEAWAYS
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Figure 20: Shopping frequency, by gender and generation,
January 2021

• Where they shop
• Most grocery shopping still occurs in-store, despite

ecommerce gains amid pandemic
Figure 21: Shopping methods, January 2021
Figure 22: Shopping methods, by generation, January 2021
Figure 23: Preferred shopping method by trip type, January
2021

• The pandemic effect
• Online shopping, stock-ups and trip consolidation represent

primary behavioral changes during COVID-19
Figure 24: Shopping behaviors during COVID-19, January
2021

• All categories likely to be shopped online more in future
Figure 25: Shopping for major categories – Online versus in-
store, January 2021

• Category impacts amid pandemic

• Supermarkets remain top preferred retail outlet for
groceries
Figure 26: Retailers shopped in-store, January 2021

• Younger shoppers more likely to head to Walmart, Target or
a natural supermarket
Figure 27: Retailers shopped in-store, by generation, January
2021

• Consumers stay close to home during pandemic

• Loyal to proximity
Figure 28: Reasons for preferred physical grocery retailer,
January 2021

• Women much more likely to value proximity and freshness
Figure 29: Reasons for preferred physical grocery retailer, by
gender, January 2021

• Grocery shopping a more proactive and planned-out
process
Figure 30: In-store shopping behaviors, January 2021
Figure 31: Trader Joe’s promotes prepared foods

SHOPPING BY CATEGORY

RETAILERS SHOPPED IN-STORE

REASONS FOR PREFERRED GROCERY RETAILER

IN-STORE SHOPPING BEHAVIORS
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• Older consumers more set in routines
Figure 32: In-store shopping behaviors, by generation,
January 2021

• When a desired brand isn’t available…what do consumers
do?

• Consumers generally positive about in-store grocery
shopping
Figure 33: Attitudes toward in-store shopping, January 2021

• Grocers can take a more proactive approach to providing
consumers with what they want
Figure 34: Select attitudes toward in-store shopping, by
generation, January 2021
Figure 35: Kroger hosts webinar on food waste
Figure 36: Whole Foods promotes tips and food pairings

• Consumers grow more open to store brands
Figure 37: Attitudes toward store brands, by household
income and generation, January 2021

• Concepts that offer convenience or invite discovery garner
the most interest
Figure 38: Interest in in-store retail concepts, January 2021

• Younger shoppers more interested in experiential in-store
concepts
Figure 39: Interest in in-store retail concepts, January 2021

• App usage overall is low, but will grow as consumers learn
they can save time and/or money
Figure 40: Interest in shopping app functionality, by
generation, January 2021

• Data sources
• Sales data
• Forecast
• Consumer survey data
• Consumer qualitative research
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

ATTITUDES TOWARD IN-STORE GROCERY SHOPPING

INTEREST IN IN-STORE RETAIL CONCEPTS

INTEREST IN SHOPPING APP FUNCTIONALITY

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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• Inflation-adjusted forecasts
Figure 41: Multi-outlet sales and forecast of groceries, at
inflation-adjusted prices, 2015-25
Figure 42: Supermarket sales and forecast of groceries, at
inflation-adjusted prices, 2015-25
Figure 43: Sales and forecast of groceries through other
multi-outlet channels, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2015-25

• Retail channels by category sales
Figure 44: Supermarket sales of groceries, by category, at
current prices, 2015-20
Figure 45: Sales of groceries through other multi-outlet
channels, by category, at current prices, 2015-20
Figure 46: Multi-outlet sales of food and drink, by retail
channel, at current prices, 2015-20
Figure 47: Multi-outlet sales of general merchandise, by retail
channel, at current prices, 2015-20
Figure 48: Multi-outlet sales of HBC, by retail channel, at
current prices, 2015-20

Figure 49: Top US grocery retailers, brands/concepts
included, 2020

Figure 50: Shopping behaviors during COVID-19, by gender
and generation, January 2021

APPENDIX – THE MARKET

APPENDIX – COMPANIES AND BRANDS

APPENDIX – THE CONSUMER
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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